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Fig. 1. Representation of the role’s workspace and its elements on a remote (top) an co-located (bottom) environments

Collaborative coding environments foster learning, social skills, computational thinking training, and supportive relationships. In
the context of inclusive education, these environments have the potential to promote inclusive learning activities for children with
mixed-visual abilities. However, there is limited research focusing on remote collaborative environments, despite the opportunity to
design new modes of access and control of content to promote more equitable learning experiences. We investigated the tradeoffs
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between remote and co-located collaboration through a tangible coding kit. We asked ten pairs of mixed-visual ability children to
collaborate in an interdependent and asymmetric coding game. We contribute insights on six dimensions - effectiveness, computational
thinking, accessibility, communication, cooperation, and engagement - and reflect on differences, challenges, and advantages between
collaborative settings related to communication, workspace awareness, and computational thinking training. Lastly, we discuss design
opportunities of tangibles, audio, roles, and tasks to create inclusive learning activities in remote and co-located settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computational thinking (CT) activities have been increasingly introduced in educational settings. It has proven to foster
algorithmic thinking, promoting the decomposition of large problems into smaller ones, which ultimately brings benefits
to real-world problem-solving [74, 75]. As a result, coding environments have been proposed to support CT training
both in schools and at home [30]. These go from fully virtual environments (e.g., Scratch [59]) to hybrid (e.g., Wonder
workshop and Dash) and fully tangible (e.g., ACCembly [60] and Torino [49]). The latter two have been particularly
relevant in promoting access to children with disabilities. For example, in ACCembly, children with visual impairments
use tangible (accessible) pieces to program a physical robot with audio feedback; while with Torino, children connect
tangible pods to create music sequences.

Accessible coding environments have the potential to promote inclusive activities, where children with mixed abilities
collaborate toward shared solutions. Collaborative learning has been connected to fostering productivity, social skills,
supportive relationships, and aids psychological health and self-esteem. In particular, children with visual impairments
tend to isolate less in a collaborative-prone environment [13, 45].

While accessible coding environments have proven helpful in co-located activities [44, 53], their benefits and
limitations in the increasingly relevant remote environments are underexplored. Research in Learning Sciences has
shown that co-located collaboration is often preferred [31]. However, it may not be possible (e.g., when children are
home-bound or during after-school activities). While remote mixed-visual ability collaboration raises several challenges
concerning accessibility, engagement, communication, and awareness, it also opens new opportunities to design
more equitable experiences by manipulating access to information. Remote collaboration presents an opportunity for
geographically dispersed teams to work together while sharing the same technologies [9].

In this paper, we investigate the tradeoffs of remote and co-located collaboration between children with mixed-visual
abilities in a CT activity. Particularly, we answer the following research question: What are the benefits and limitations

between co-located and remote coding environments in relation to task performance, social behaviors, and user experience?

To do so, we designed a tangible robotic coding environment where children could program a robot to act out a
Sokoban-inspired game 1. In the game, the main character (here, an Ozobot Evo) has the goal of pushing a crate to a

1https://sokoban.info
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target position on a map (in this case, a LEGO-based plate where walls, crate, and target positions can be felt by touch) –
Fig. 1. To make it collaborative, we designed the activity with two interdependent roles: 1) the map explorer, a strategist
exploring the map where the robot had to push the crate, and 2) the block commander, an executor programming the
robot with tangible blocks. The environment allowed children to play the game in a remote or co-located context.

We conducted an evaluation with children with mixed-visual abilities (10 pairs with ages between 10 and 17), where
they had to play collaboratively in both co-located and remote settings. Results showed that all children were able
to apply CT concepts in both environments; cooperation was higher in co-located scenarios, mostly because sighted
children had more access to both workspaces; however, remote collaboration was more balanced and promoted more
verbal communication between children. Although we acknowledge the relevance of social connection in mixed-ability
collaborative systems, in this study we focused on the impact of the environment on collaboration effectiveness.

To inform designers and developers of future collaborative CT environments, we contribute with: 1) empirical
results into co-located and remote coding activities between mixed-visual ability children; 2) implications to enhance
computer-aided remote collaborative environments; and 3) an example of a single-user game turned into an asymmetric
and accessible collaborative CT activity. These contributions take pivotal relevance in the context of inclusive learning,
where abilities but also lack of supporting instruments tend to segregate children.

2 RELATEDWORK

This work addressed CT activities for children with mixed visual abilities in collaborative contexts, both co-located and
remote. We thus discuss prior literature on 1) CT and its accessibility for children with visual impairments; 2) inclusive
collaboration focusing particularly on education; 3) remote collaboration with and for people with visual impairments.

2.1 CT for children with visual impairments

CT can be defined as “the thought processes involved in formulating a problem and expressing its solution(s) in such a way

that a computer – human or machine – can effectively carry out” [75]. It involves learning computer science concepts
and practices – e.g., sequences, operators, iteration, decomposition, and abstraction – and is now seen as a valuable
skill with benefits that go beyond computer science. For instance, learning CT skills can foster one’s critical and logical
thinking, problem-solving, creativity, and social abilities [6, 27, 74]. Such benefits alongside reports about both computer
science illiteracy and women’s under-representation in computing [28, 72] have fostered a continuous increase of CT
activities in educational settings in the last decade – in particular in K-12 education. Learning how to code plays a
central role in CT activities and poses opportunities not only for mathematical reasoning, but also for causal, spatial,
verbal, and social reasoning [64], broadening the impact and advantages of CT in education.

This call for action resulted in the development of various tools and coding kits for children, designed with CT
in mind. Targeted at specific age groups, these solutions often rely on block-based programming and drag-and-drop
environments where specific blocks represent different programming expressions or elements. These environments
prevent errors and reduce the barriers for beginners, including younger children [17, 71]. Some of the most widely
known tools are Blocky [20] and Scratch [59], two web-based visual programming tools enabling children to create
their own programs and learn new concepts. Hybrid solutions include both virtual and physical/tangible components
to create more engaging and playful experiences. For instance, Thymio [48], can be programmed in a similar way to
Scratch and Blocky, but its output controls a mobile robot. Conversely, Strawbies [32] (or the commercial kit Coding
Awbie [54]) uses tangible blocks to control a virtual main character. Other coding kits, such as Cubetto [4] and KIBO
[7] are fully physical, leveraging tangibles both for input (with blocks) and output (with a robot). These kits promote
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learning while also being engaging and playful [6, 77]. By being multimodal – with the use of visual, audio, and tactile
elements – these tools have the potential to support inclusive learning activities with children with different abilities.
However, the needs of children with disabilities are often disregarded, resulting in inaccessible tools.

Children with visual impairments, in particular, are often excluded from participating by themselves in CT activities
as coding kits and tools lack engaging accessible elements [34, 50, 57]. As a consequence, teachers often try to
adapt their activities to mitigate their systems’ lack of accessibility [50]. Additionally, many research efforts have
tried to design, implement, and evaluate novel coding kits or tools taking into account the needs of children with
visual impairments [30, 51]. For instance, Milne and Ladner [46] provided guidelines to create accessible block-based
touchscreen environments for children with visual impairments, while Pires et al. [57] provided insights for robot-based
programming environments and the activities that they support. Further research and commercial efforts created
accessible versions of the Blocky tool [10, 25, 51]. Other efforts on accessible coding kits tried to leverage multimodal
interaction, with a major focus on tactile and auditory feedback. StoryBlocks [35] uses tangible blocks – with visual tags
detected by a camera – that can be assembled in a workspace area and then executed to create audio stories. CodeRhythm
[61] uses magnetic tangible blocks that can be connected to create simple melodies, while Project Torino [49, 69] uses
physical instruction beads connected through cables to create both music and stories. Similarly to the abovementioned,
ACCembly [60] uses accessible tangible blocks, but its output controls the movement of a robot. Overall, these systems
support children with visual impairments in learning CT skills through the use of coding kits and activities. Still, few of
these research efforts have focused on promoting social interactions and collaboration, despite the potential for CT
activities to support social reasoning [64]. Two exceptions are, for instance, Torino promoting collaboration between
children [66] and ACCembly between children and their families [60]. Further exploring collaborative activities among
children with mixed-visual abilities has the potential to increase inclusion both in and out of the classroom.

2.2 Inclusive Collaboration

Collaboration is often favored in educational activities, as a way to encourage students to work together towards a
shared goal. Collaborative learning has multiple advantages such as enhancing critical thinking and promoting social
and communication skills, while also improving classroom results [23, 36]. On a higher level, collaboration is crucial to
promote inclusion between people with different abilities but also poses grand challenges, particularly in tasks that
require understanding the others’ actions and awareness of the environment or workspace.

Being aware of the environment provides an understanding of the activity and is necessary to a successful collabora-
tion, although it can be challenging both in mixed-visual ability contexts and between blind people [16]. Mendes et al.,
[42] explored how different auditory designs affected workspace awareness of blind adult dyads when exploring a large
touchscreen tabletop. They noted that users would communicate often, but also search for each other’s hands – or
offer their hand to the other – to successfully complete their tasks. Chibaudel et al., [12] explored the use of a tangible
interface in a collaborative treasure hunt, showing that a continuous understanding of the environment status (in
particular, the other’s location) improved both the performance of the pair and the effectiveness of their communication.
Other works with adults have tried to convey either auditory [73] or haptic [62] feedback to participants with visual
impairments as a complement to visual feedback when collaborating with sighted people. These studies highlight that
blind people struggle to maintain their awareness of the environment and its current state, posing both cross-media
consistency and verbal communication as essential to keep a shared mental model. In addition, a shared mental model
of objects and the virtual environment may be facilitated by tactile reference points such as walls, floors, and fixed
objects [62].
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In an alternative approach, Gonçalves et al. [24], explored collaboration in online gaming where the pair has
interdependent asymmetric roles. Interdependence empowers the participants to take control during the activity by
valuing everyone’s contribution [5]. In the mentioned work, users have different roles that are essential to complete
a task – one relying on visual feedback, while the other on audio. They have access to complementary information,
making communication fundamental.

In the context of children with mixed abilities, research has focused on the potential of technology to increase
inclusion among children [26, 44, 53]. One popular way to facilitate children’s collaboration and inclusion is to use robots
and tangibles. Robots and their physical attributes are very engaging to all children [6, 30, 44] and could potentially be
a tool for inclusive behaviors for children with mixed visual abilities [44, 52]. Frequently, robots are used as an output
of programming instructions but it has been also used to, for instance, help children with mixed visual abilities to
learn letters and shapes [52], or to support inclusive play experiences in a school setting [3, 44]. On the other hand,
multisensory tangibles also allow children to manipulate and experiment, promoting children’s sharing, communication,
and negotiation [18, 41, 56]. The tangible output that the robot and the tangibles represent helps children interchange
different skills and senses, monitor their peers’ actions, and remember the state of play, characteristics needed for a
successful collaboration [73]. An alternative approach is to use a haptic virtual environment to provide tactile feedback
to facilitate teamwork between children with mixed visual abilities [47]. Besides the benefit of enabling the use of touch
which increases accessibility and inclusion, these types of materials are also very engaging and have the potential of
increasing inclusive learning experiences, collaboration, critical thinking, and group discussions [13].

2.3 (Inclusive) Remote Collaboration

Virtual and remote teamwork has been a reality in the last decades [39] – boosted by the Covid-19 pandemic in recent
years [9, 58]. The ability to work and collaborate remotely with others enables geographically dispersed members to
work together, making use of collaborative and communication technologies, such as e-mail, video-conferencing tools,
shared hosting, and version control services. While remote work (and learning) has the potential to increase inclusion,
its feasibility is heavily linked to the accessibility and usability of collaborative tools, which are often neglected. This can
have the opposite effect, contributing to exclusion and major barriers for people with disabilities. For instance, in the
context of collaborative writing tools, Das et al., [14, 15] refer to an increased effort by people with visual impairments
in accessing (inaccessible) tools, listing challenges not only in collaboration awareness (e.g., who edited or commented
what), but also in the organization dynamics (e.g., social, structural, and power). Recent efforts have tried to increase
the accessibility of collaborative writing tools, by increasing the mixed-visual ability partners’ awareness, and control
of collaborative actions [70] with auditory cues [38] or/and promoting interdependence [58]. There is still very limited
work on remote collaboration for people with visual impairments, and those focusing on remote interaction are usually
on sighted assistance – e.g., remote guidance [33] or task transference [78] – which can have a negative perception and
effect on work settings [1].

Research on children’s collaboration in remote settings is also scarce, with a few exceptions on multiplayer collabo-
rative online games for children [2, 22]. For instance, Garzotto [22] studied collaboration among groups of children
in remote and co-located settings. The results suggest that a collaborative online game should have clear goals and
mutual teamwork benefits, and it should not depend on individual activities to avoid waiting times. Another study
designed and evaluated a kinesthetic game to facilitate collaboration in a co-located group of children and in a group
collaborating remotely [2]. The authors found that it was more challenging to negotiate turn-taking and make decisions
in a remote setting and that children preferred competitive against cooperative play.
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Fig. 2. The three Sokoban LEGO-compatible maps, Level 1, 2 and 3

When considering education, remote collaborative technologies remain underexplored [19], especially when con-
sidering children with visual impairments. An exception is the early work of Manshad et al. [40], where the authors
designed a remote tangible learning environment to target lessons from everyday classrooms using manipulatives.
The system supports manipulatives’ remote and active position, proximity, stacking, and orientation on a multi-touch
tabletop surface. However, the prototype was not evaluated and therefore it was not possible to assess the impact of
the design choices. In our work, we aim to explore how children collaborate and communicate both in co-located and
remote scenarios as a way to characterize these two scenarios and their challenges, tradeoffs, and advantages.

3 TANGIBLE ROBOTIC CODING KIT

Considering that mainstream coding kits could not be easily adapted to (accessible) remote settings, we developed a
novel tangible robotic coding kit by following accessibility guidelines from prior research [13, 30, 44, 60, 66, 69]. This
kit enables two children with mixed-visual abilities to collaboratively play a Sokoban-inspired game in a remote or
co-located setting. The coding kit is composed of tangible elements for the map and coding blocks, an Ozobot Evo robot,
a computer, and a magic box.

3.1 Tangible Sokoban

Sokoban is a 1980s puzzle-game based on a square grid, where a player controls a character that pushes crates towards
specific positions, in the minimum number of moves. Each level can have more than one solution, and their complexity
depends on the number of actions the solution requires. To solve each challenge, users apply computational competencies
such as data collection, planning, problem-solving, debugging, and building sequences of instructions [37].

Focusing on the advantages of tangibles and multisensory robotic feedback for inclusive learning activities [13, 44, 66],
we adapted the traditional digital game to be played collaboratively while applying CT concepts. Our design explores
the potential of information asymmetry in collaborative learning activities. Moreover, since children with visual
impairments tend to use more egocentric rather than allocentric representations, the game can present a positive
challenge for spatial awareness development [12], and the potential to train laterality and perspective-taking skills [57].
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Fig. 3. User scenario in a remote setting. A visually impaired child with the role of map explorer and a sighted block commander
collaborate in one of the games to move the robot to push the crate toward its goal.

3.2 Roles and their Workspace

In line with previous research on mixed-visual ability gaming, we aim to balance children’s communication and
collaboration by separating information gathering and agency between two asymmetric roles [24].

Children have one of two roles in both collaborative environments: map explorer and block commander. The map

explorer is responsible for the map exploration and deciding the path for the robot to push the crate to its goal. The
map explorer’s workspace has a LEGO-based map and an Ozobot Evo robot [55], which is the main character on the
tangible Sokoban. The robot moves on top of the map in four directions, has LED lights, 8-bit sound, and an additional
3D-printed pusher [68] to push the 3D yellow crate [67]. The robot receives instructions from the block commander.

The block commander is responsible for assembling the sequence of instructions with the coding blocks for the robot
to move. The workspace of the block commander is composed of 3D-printed coding blocks and a magic box. Coding
blocks are used to control the robot’s movement and direction. Children put the coding blocks on a 3D-printed tray
that fits in the magic box, which abstracts the recognition and transfer of the coding blocks to their partners’ robot. The
magic box features a webcam, which is connected to a computer running a python script – Fig.1.

When both roles are co-located, a single computer recognises the coding blocks and sends movement instructions to
the robot via Bluetooth. In remote conditions, block recognition and communication with the robot are split between
the map explorer’s and block commander’s computers, respectively. The computers communicate via a client-server
Internet connection (Fig.1).

3.3 Coding Blocks and Tactile Maps

We know from previous work that block-based syntax allows focusing on code construction while reducing the cognitive
load and training fine motor skills [21, 35, 49, 57, 60]. We design our tangible blocks considering the accessibility needs
of mixed-visual abilities children, such as high-contrast colors, embossing, following code executed, and workspace
organization [30, 60, 66, 69]. The blocks have four contrasting colors to facilitate its association and recognition (forward
is yellow, backward is red, right is blue, and left is green), and an embossed blue arrow represents the direction. The
workspace has a 3D-printed tray with raised dots designed to facilitate the correct placement and arrangement of
blocks, and a box divided into four spaces for each type of block.

The customizable tangible maps are LEGO-based, familiar tangible items to all children [11, 13]. The path for the
robot on the map is made of green caps, and specific locations have different textures and colors: the robot’s initial
position (white with an oval sticker) and the main crate’s initial (black with a white square) and goal positions (yellow
with a carved X ) – Fig. 2.
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4 USER STUDY

The goal of the user study was to investigate the benefits and challenges of remote and co-located collaboration in
CT activities among children with mixed-visual abilities. We used the previously described tangible robotic coding kit
that leverages asymmetric roles to create interdependence between a pair, meaning neither child can reach the final
goal without both contributing and acting. We set up two environments to instantiate the same collaborative task both
remotely and co-located.

In both collaborative environments, each child was responsible for the tangible objects required for their assigned
role; i.e., the map explorer was responsible for the map and robot while the block commander for the coding blocks and
magic box – Fig. 1. In the remote setting, the children were in different rooms and had a computer to communicate
with each other through an online Zoom audio call. In the co-located environment, children were in the same room,
sitting side by side.

The chosen setup for the two environments varied in the physical presence and proximity between the peers, and
the access each child had to the workspace of their partner. In the case of the co-located environment, children had
auditory, physical, and visual (conditioned by the visual acuity of each child) cues from their peer’s workspace. In the
case of the remote environment, workspace access could only be reached through verbal communication between the
children, which aimed at creating a more balanced workspace awareness for both children, regardless of their visual
acuity [43]. In other words, we acknowledge and embrace that these two factors (proximity and workspace access)
characterize the most common distinction between remote and co-located collaborations.

4.1 Participants

We conducted a study with 20 participants between 10 and 17 years old (𝑀 = 12.75 𝑆𝐷 = 1.9) from three inclusive
schools in our country. We asked 10 children with visual impairments to invite a sighted schoolmate to form pairs
and ensured that all participants were attending the 5th-8th grade, considering the national curriculum. We asked
participants about their age, school grade, and previous robotic or coding experience. Additionally, educators mentioned
that two of the participants were considerably older than their grade colleagues, because one has a global development
delay (VI7) and the other had repeated previous grades (S5). Only 4 participants reported previous robotic coding
experience (VI3, VI7, VI9, VI10). Table 1 further describes the participants’ demographics.

4.2 Procedure

We manipulated the type of environment in a within-subjects design so that each child had the opportunity to
collaborate and solve puzzles in both the remote and co-located environments with both roles. Children started in
separate schoolrooms with a researcher per room, and for children with visual impairments, their Inclusive Education
Teacher was also present. At the beginning of the session, we explained how it would proceed. Each child would start by
solving the first level of the game individually and then move to the collaborative games with a randomly assigned role
and environment. Each researcher explained the Sokoban game, how children could use the coding blocks to instruct
the robot, and the representations of the positions of the crate and the robot on the tangible map. To familiarise children
with the full setup [6, 44], they were free to explore the coding kit and solve the first level – Fig.2, while the researcher
scaffolded their first interaction.

The remainder of the session was designed to investigate the tradeoffs between the two environments, co-located
and remote. After both children completed the first level individually, the researchers explained the existing roles,
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Group ID Gender Age School
Grade

Visual
Impairment

Coding
Experience Relationship

G1 VI1 M 13 8 Blind No Friends
S1 M 13 8 Sighted Yes

G2 VI2 F 10 5 Low-Vision No Friends
S2 F 10 5 Sighted -

G3 VI3 M 11 6 Low-Vision Yes Friends
S3 M 12 6 Sighted -

G4 VI4 M 12 7 Low-Vision No Friends
S4 M 14 7 Sighted Yes

G5 VI5 F 11 6 Low-Vision No Schoolmates
S5 M 17 6 Sighted No

G6 VI6 F 12 7 Low-Vision Yes Friends
S6 M 13 7 Sighted No

G7 VI7 F 17 5 Blind Yes Friends
S7 F 12 5 Sighted No

G8 VI8 M 14 6 Blind No Schoolmates
S8 M 13 7 Sighted No

G9 VI9 M 12 5 Low-Vision Yes Friends
S9 M 13 8 Sighted No

G10 VI10 F 14 8 Low-Vision No Friends
S10 M 12 7 Sighted Yes

Table 1. Participants in the study. The table describes the group and individual ID, gender, age, school grade, visual ability, previous
coding experience, and relationship between partners.

map explorer and block commander, for the collaborative games – Fig.4. Children collaborated in the first environment
with a randomly assigned role and then exchanged roles in that same environment. Afterward, they changed to the
second collaborative setting and performed both roles. Occasionally, researchers intervened to keep the activity flowing,
encouraging children to overcome challenges, cherish achievements or prompting them to see a different perspective.
Fig 3 illustrates an example of the interaction between a group during their collaborative game in a remote setting.

To ensure the same level of difficulty between collaborative settings, we used the same maps/levels two and three
twice but mirrored. Children could solve them step-by-step or sequentially, and apply laterality and perspective-taking
concepts to understand the crate’s movement. The first level had an L shape and only required two types of instructions
(forward and one of direction). The second level can have a solution in one iteration with more instructions than the
first level. The third map has at least two iterations with more instructions, an obstacle, and at least three types of
instructions to solve it.

4.3 Measures and Data Analysis

All the sessions were video and audio recorded. To evaluate the collected data in the light of our research question,
our measures mirror task performance, social behaviors, and user experience. The performance of the coding activity
considers the effectiveness of the team solving the task [76], and the CT skills they have practiced [60]. The measures
of social behaviors are mainly focused on the collaboration between each pair of participants, namely how they
communicate and cooperate as a team, following related literature assessing collaboration [63] and workspace awareness
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Fig. 4. Pairs during the user study sessions. On the left, a block commander in a remote environment. In the middle, a pair during a
co-located session. On the right, a map explorer in a remote setting.

with visually impaired people [42]. The user experience examines the engagement and the accessibility provided by the
robotic kit.

Most measures were assessed through behavioural observation and coding. The two exceptions are the duration
that each pair took to solve the puzzle (effectiveness) and the final questions related to participants’ engagement in the
tasks. The questionnaire has the same six questions for each environment to consider children’s perspectives on the
dimensions considered for the study (enjoyment, collaboration, and inclusion). The questions are inspired by previous
research with children with visual impairments [3, 60] that use five-point Likert item questions. A full description of
the final reported measures and the questions is detailed in the supplementary files.

Two researchers led the qualitative analysis of the videos using inductive and deductive coding [8]. The initial
codebook was inspired by previous work related to workspace awareness [42], CT, Orientation & Mobility [60],
cooperative strategies [63], and researcher-child relationship roles [76]. After a parallel round of coding, the researchers
reached the codebook agreement, adapting or removing codes, and adding new ones regarding the system’s interaction
and accessibility. Using the final codebook, all qualitative data was coded on ELAN software.

Finally, the quantitative analysis of the questionnaire answers, the time measures, and the frequencies of coded
behaviors were performed on SPSS using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for comparisons between environments, and
Mann–Whitney U tests for comparisons between children’s visual acuity.

5 FINDINGS

We analyzed the data according to the following six dimensions: effectiveness, CT, communication, cooperation,
engagement, and accessibility – their description is available in supplementary materials.

5.1 Effectiveness - Groups were more autonomous in co-located scenarios [F1]

To analyze effectiveness, we considered the time taken for groups to reach the proposed goal and its completion, and
their autonomy from the investigator.

All the groups except one successfully reached the proposed goals [F1a]. Two groups, G3 and G10, finished all their
maps with no help from the researchers. The group that did not finish, G7, quit a map after eighteen minutes. They
started in a co-located scenario, and when they switched to the remote, S7 did not like to be the map explorer and asked
to go back to the other room with her friend.

We did not find a statistically significant difference on the completion time between remote and co-located scenarios
(𝑍 = −1.932, 𝑝 > 0.05;𝐴𝑀 = 10′57′′,𝐺𝑀 = 9′26′′, 𝑆𝐷 = 5′44′′) [F1b]. However, we noticed high standard deviations,
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which could be related to three common issues: the robot’s lack of accuracy [F1b.1] causing children to repeat the
sequence of instructions (e.g., G3); difficulties fitting the blocks on the tray (e.g., VI1) [F1b.2]; or in remote settings,
network issues that did not allow instructions to be sent between devices (e.g., G6) [F1b.3].

Regarding autonomy from the researchers, we could observe that children asked for more help and the researchers
intervened more in remote (𝑁 = 822) than in co-located (𝑁 = 264) scenarios (𝑍 = −4.542, 𝑝 < 0.001) [F1c]. When
breaking down those interventions, we noticed that researchers suggested children to communicate workspace-related
awareness to their partners more in the remote scenarios (𝑁 = 95) than in co-located scenarios (𝑁 = 11;𝑍 = −4.318, 𝑝 <

0.001) [F1c.1]. Such suggestions occurred whenever the researcher found that the pairs could help each other more by
having access to the other’s workspace. We can also report more interventions in remote scenarios from the researchers
related to the children’s orientation difficulties [F1c.2] (e.g., R:“Where is your heart?” VI5:“Here”. R:“Which side is that?”
VI5:“Left” R:“So where do you want the robot to go?” VI5:“Right”) and to the lack of coordination between partners (I:“Are
you ready? You have to tell him” talking to VI10). Lastly, we observed investigators fostering engagement during the
sessions (R:“Did you make it?”, S3:“Yes, we did!”, R:“That is great!”). These occurred more in remote scenarios (𝑁 = 453)
than in co-located (𝑁 = 214;𝑍 = −3.317, 𝑝 < 0.001), due to the waiting times and lack of awareness of the peer’s status
during the game [F1c.3].

5.2 CT - Children applied CT concepts during the gameplay [F2]

We observed that children applied CT concepts and practices while solving the Sokoban maps. The allocentric puzzles
fostered children to apply perspective-taking and laterality concepts to plan solutions. Children applied Data Collection

[F2a], a CT concept to collect the necessary data to solve the problem at hand, by observing and touching the map,
asking questions about the game, and identifying the robot and crate’s locations (e.g., VI9:“Take the crate here”). It is
considered a fundamental task to initiate problem-solving, and we could observe that it occurred at the beginning of
each puzzle and after the robot’s execution. The researchers would also ask questions to encourage map exploration in
almost every scenario. Children often moved the robot or their hand on the map to plan the algorithm while applying
mental visualization and perspective-taking. In co-located scenarios, we could associate Data Collection to moments
when partners helped each other and worked out strategies to then build the solution (e.g., VI2:“(...) Right”, S2:“Left!”
while pointing to the map) [F2a.1].

Algorithms and Procedures are also fundamental to solving challenges computationally and build sequences of
instructions. We observed that it usually occurred after data collection and was associated with children applying
laterality concepts at the same time [F2b]. We observed children applying algorithms and procedures mainly when they
were map explorers and verbalized the instructions to give (e.g., S6:“(...) forwards”, VI6:“How many times?”, S6:“Three”).
S1 was the only block commander in a remote environment that applied Algorithms and Procedures by visualizing the
instructions’ sequence and commenting on the shape of the map. In a co-located scenario, block commanders such as S2,
S8, and VI9 applied these concepts while exploring the map with their partners.

When children recognized that one action went wrong or the robot did not end up where they intended, they began
Debugging (e.g., VI2:“It will fail here... It will not catch the crate”) [F2c]. In co-located contexts, children helped each
other finding the problem and worked out strategies to build a new solution. In remote scenarios, the map explorers

realized the sequence would fail when the robot executed it. Only after that could they start debugging the sequence of
instructions or find a new solution based on the current status.

Children also had the opportunity to apply Problem Decomposition [F2d], particularly when solving the third level
(the most complex level). This level presented an obstacle, as it required a higher number of instructions than the tray
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allowed, forcing children to divide their sequence of instructions. Generally, some dyads also divided the problem to
make it simpler. On the first iteration, they placed the robot next to the crate, and on the second one, they pushed it to
the goal (e.g., R: “You gave two instructions. Do you want to add some more?” VI6: “No, just two for now.”).

5.3 Communication - The verbal communication exchange was higher in remote than in co-located [F3]

Communication includes verbal behaviors related to the awareness of the workspace or the task. Regarding workspace
awareness, each child verbally supplied or requested considerably more cues to understand their peer’s workspace in the
remote environment (𝑀 = 15, 𝑆𝐷 = 14) compared to the co-located environment (𝑀 = 3, 𝑆𝐷 = 4;𝑍 = −4.469, 𝑝 < 0.001)
[F3a]. Examples of workspace awareness cues include, for instance, asking the peer to wait or informing about an
ongoing task. As children have access to their partner’s workspace in a co-located collaboration, it might decrease
the necessity for verbal awareness. Although visual access was less accessible to children with visual impairments in
co-located games, they leveraged other channels to access information [F3a.1]. For example, VI6 kept her hand in front
of the magic box in a co-located game, so that she knew when her partner was using it and even helped him by opening
the lid of the box. Conversely, in a remote collaboration over an audio call, the verbal exchange is crucial to establish
coordination among peers as it was equally accessible to both children through auditory-only feedback [F3a.2].

While dissecting the sub-type of awareness cues exchanged among peers regardless of the environment, 78% of those
communicative acts refer to status requests/supplies (e.g., S3:“What about now?”, or VI6:“Done!”), suggesting that most
of the communication is to acknowledge requested actions or to inform about completion [F3b]. The remaining 22%
refer to information about past, future, or ongoing actions (e.g., VI3:“I have removed all blocks.”, VI5:“I will now give you

three instructions.”, VI9:“The robot is not going straight.”). The average number of communicative acts per child related
to past, future, or ongoing actions is extremely low (𝑀 = 1, 𝑆𝐷 = 2). It suggests that, in both environments, children
do not generally provide nor request much information about their own or the other’s actions. This lack of verbal
awareness about the workspace has a higher impact on remote settings, which are characterized by lower workspace
access. Although children could have verbally compensated for the lack of workspace access by transmitting more
often what is going on, they did not do it. Therefore, the creation of a mutual mental model of ongoing teamwork was
hindered and, in turn, the coordination was also hindered in remote settings.

Regarding task-related communicative acts, they were used more frequently by children in the remote environment
(𝑀 = 20, 𝑆𝐷 = 12) compared to the co-located environment (𝑀 = 13, 𝑆𝐷 = 9;𝑍 = −2.591, 𝑝 < 0.01) [F3c]. These included
giving more instructions to their peer (e.g., VI1:“Turn left.”), and questioning or repeating the instructions more often
(e.g., S2:“How many move forward after the second turn right?”). A higher frequency of task-related communication can
be associated with the fact that children either had to fix a higher number of previously wrong instructions or had to
question more often about unclear instructions.

We also looked at the number of communicative acts related to workspace awareness grouped by role. When having
the block commander role, each child either supplied or requested awareness from their peer 12 times on average.
While having the map explorer role, each child only performed 5 communicative acts related to awareness with their
peer. Once again, these communicative acts were used to acknowledge received instructions or to set the pace for
longer sequences of instructions. This difference might suggest that when children had the block commander role, they
were also implicitly responsible for establishing coordination mechanisms with their partners [F3d]. A similar analysis
grouped by visual acuity of the children is in Sec. 5.6.
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5.4 Cooperation - Co-located environments enable more positive cooperation, but also leave room for
more negative cooperation [F4]

We looked at cooperation among peers and classified it as either positive, negative, or neutral. In positive cooperation,
children were engaged in finding a solution together; in negative cooperation, children substituted or ignored their peers.
In neutral situations, children waited for each other but did not help. In the remote scenarios, children engaged in a
total of 16 acts of positive cooperation. While in the co-located scenarios, there was a total of 84 acts. Helping behaviors
occurred more frequently in the co-located environment (𝑍 = −3.708, 𝑝 < 0.001) due to easier access to their peer’s
workspace and status [F4a]. Examples of positive cooperative acts include overcoming a previous misunderstanding or
helping their partner. For example, S2 helped his partner by handing him the correct blocks to place on the tray and
build the sequence.

Generally, negative acts of cooperation did not occur very often (𝑁 = 20) and we found no statistically significant
difference between environments (𝑍 = −1.042, 𝑝 > 0.05) [F4b]. To exemplify an act of negative cooperation, when VI2
was block commander in the remote environment, she decided to put the tray in the magic box without communicating,
while her peer was about to give another instruction. One extreme example of uncooperative behaviors in a co-located
setting, that happened only in one out of the forty games, was S8 taking over his partner with visual impairments by
taking control of both roles. This specific case happened when S8 was the map explorer, taking over the blocks and the
board. Although this unbalanced situation did not occur very often, it is important to mention that taking over the role
of a peer was only possible in co-located environments [F4b.1]. To some extent, remote environments facilitate and
promote mutual respect for the other’s role. Overall, co-located environments enable more positive cooperation, such
as helping behaviors, but also leave room for more negative cooperation acts, such as children getting in the way of
each other.

We considered neutral cooperation whenever children waited for each other, which happened more frequently in
the remote environment (𝑁 = 191), compared to the co-located environment (𝑁 = 54;𝑍 = −3.879, 𝑝 < 0.001) [F4c]. On
the one hand, waiting for the peer may reflect respecting the other’s role, the time it takes to complete an action, or to
think about a strategy. On the other hand, waiting may affect engagement and mirror an uncoordinated collaboration
due to the lack of awareness of the peer’s status.

5.5 Engagement - Co-located experience was more engaging than the remote [F5]

To assess children’s engagement, we looked at positive and negative behavioral measures of enjoyment and boredom,
respectively, as well as answers to their final questionnaire. For instance, the amount of laughter or excitement displayed
by children during the sessions was more frequent in the co-located environment (𝑁 = 45) compared to the remote
environment (𝑁 = 10;𝑍 = −2.746, 𝑝 < 0.01) [F5a] (e.g., VI8:“it’s now (...) Go! Go! Go!”). While coding the video data, we
could also observe several moments of disengagement and boredom, which we associate with waiting for their peer to
finish their action, troubleshooting, and other issues of the system [F5b]. Some children create new tasks or challenges
while waiting for their peer, for instance, VI6 started sorting and organizing the blocks.

In the final questionnaire, we asked children about their enjoyment levels towards the co-located and remote
environments. The difference in reported enjoyment between the two environments was statistically significant
(𝐹 (1) = 5.586, 𝑝 < 0.05), supporting children preferred the co-located scenarios (𝑀 = 4.90, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.31) over the
remote scenarios (𝑀 = 4.65, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.49) [F5c]. We also analyzed how they perceived both environments in terms of
collaboration, inclusion, and their self-relevance to the task. We found no statistically significant differences in the
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environment on the perceived collaboration of the task (𝐹 (1) = .486, 𝑝 > 0.05), nor on the perceived inclusion of the task
(𝐹 (1) = 1.306, 𝑝 > 0.05), nor on the perceived self-relevance to the team’s performance (𝐹 (1) = 1.306, 𝑝 > 0.05). Children
reported the task as highly collaborative (𝑀 = 4.750, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.493) [F5d] and highly inclusive (𝑀 = 4.625, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.628)
[F5e] in both environments. They also perceived their contributions as similarly relevant to the team’s performance in
both environments (𝑀 = 4.400, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.778) [F5f]. These results support that children considered their participation and
collaboration similarly balanced in both remote and co-located environments.

Children were asked how much they enjoyed having each of the two roles, block commander and map explorer, in
each of the two environments. We found no statistically significant differences on how much children enjoyed the role
of map explorer between environments (𝑍 = −1.294, 𝑝 > 0.05), nor on block commander (𝑍 = −1.890, 𝑝 > 0.05) [F5g].

5.6 Accessibility - Sighted children helped more their peers, but only in co-located environments [F6]

The accessibility of the workspace considers children’s ability to identify and use the system’s components. When
children encountered issues, such as distinguishing the blocks by color/embossing or fitting them on the tray, we
assumed the system was at fault. We could observe that all children identified the essential locations on the map and
the necessary blocks to solve the problem, however occasionally with help from their peers or the researchers [F6a]. In
general, we observed children faced four issues on average per session (𝑀 = 4, 𝑆𝐷 = 4), specifically fitting the blocks on
the tray or placing them in the correct position inside the magic box [F6a.1]. VI2 showed more difficulty placing the
blocks on the tray throughout the session (𝑁 = 11), she would rotate and try different spots until the block fitted the
three raised dots. While being the map explorer, VI1, VI7, and VI8 tried to follow the robot’s movement on the map with
their hands, presumably because of the lack of feedback it gave about its position and location [F6a.2]. These actions
would disturb the robot’s movement and orientation, leading it to deviate from the intended path.

We also analyzed the impact of children’s visual ability on the dimensions of communication, cooperation, and
engagement, by comparing results between children with visual impairments and sighted children. We summarize
those results here as they reflect how balanced the activity was for each child of the mixed-visual ability pair.

In terms of communication, children with visual impairments exchanged approximately the same total amount of
communicative acts related to the workspace awareness and related to the task (𝑁 = 346 and 𝑁 = 639, respectively),
compared with sighted children (𝑁 = 348 and 𝑁 = 685;𝑈 = 749, 𝑍 = −.491, 𝑝 > 0.05 and𝑈 = 727.5, 𝑍 = −.702, 𝑝 > 0.05,
respectively) [F6b]. In terms of cooperation, sighted children helped their peers more often (𝑁 = 45) than children
with visual impairments (𝑁 = 14;𝑈 = 586, 𝑍 = −2.762, 𝑝 < 0.01) [F6c]. When breaking down these frequencies by the
environment, around 85% of them occurred in the co-located environment. Once again, this result is in line with the
previous one suggesting that awareness propels coordination and, in turn, cooperation.

Finally, regarding engagement, we found no differences between children’s laughter during the sessions, which was
annotated with a total of 14 occurrences for sighted children and 12 occurrences for children with visual impairments
[F6d]. We also performed a statistical analysis of the questionnaire data comparing children’s answers by their level of
visual acuity. No significant differences were found when comparing the overall activity, nor when comparing their
experience in the two environments (𝑝 > 0.05 for all tests) [F6e].

6 DISCUSSION

In the user study, children with mixed-visual abilities collaborated in remote and co-located environments while using
a tangible robotic kit to perform a CT activity. We now discuss the lessons learned in each environment, considering
the findings of the user study.
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The Sokoban-inspired game allowed children with mixed-visual abilities to apply CT concepts by programming
a solution together [F2]. Children’s performance [F1a] reinforces its contribution to the current state-of-art on the
intersection of three topics: CT activities for children with visual impairments, collaboration between children with
mixed-abilities [57, 60, 66], and remote collaboration. Mainly, our robotic kit raised the bar on tangible CT activities
to explore allocentric perspectives and increasing difficulty levels [F2b], whether in a co-located or remote setting.
Moreover, it created a rich environment for both children to become interdependent and reach the final goal together
[F5d, F5f, F6b, F6d, F6e], regardless of their visual ability [24]. Generally, we consider that our tangible robotic kit
enabled children with mixed-visual abilities to train CT concepts together in both remote and co-located
environments.

6.1 The Co-located Environment

When analyzing collaborative tasks in co-located environments, we learned that children were prone to help their peers
whenever needed or even offer support and assistance spontaneously [65]. Although the roles were designed to create
interdependence to reach the final goal, the individual actions of each role could be performed alone by each child. As a
result, each task did not require active collaboration or mutual cooperation. However, the properties of our co-located
environment – physical proximity, higher access to the peer’s workspace, and use of tangible objects – facilitated the
cooperative behaviors between children [F4a]. We observed that children in the co-located environment generally
tend to follow a cooperative approach to perform the task.

The second learned lesson emerges from the previous. The cooperative approach created more fluid and coordinated
interactions between children, which helped them to be more engaged with the activity [F5a, F5c]. Additionally, as
children relied more on each other to perform the task, they became an autonomous team and required less help
from the researchers or their teachers [F1c]. Such autonomy promotes higher effectiveness on the task contributing to
children’s engagement. As a result, we highlight the effectiveness, autonomy, and engagement of children while
using our tangible robotic kit in co-located environments.

During our analysis, we also identified a challenge to be considered when assessing the tradeoffs of deploying a coding
activity in a co-located environment. When children with mixed-visual abilities commonly collaborate side by side, the
default access to each other’s workspace is unbalanced for both children. While children with visual impairments can
use audition and touch (and partial vision according to their level of visual acuity), sighted children can fully exploit
their vision [F6c]. The unbalanced interaction favoring sighted children combined with the physical access to the
workspace of the peer opens the way to taking over the peer’s role or other similar behaviors [F4b.1]. Although this
type of situation occurred only once during our user studies, we believe it mirrors a fragility in co-located environments.
Therefore, in co-located settings, the extended access to their peer’s workspace and their physical proximity
cause a generally unbalanced interaction and allows sighted children to have dominating behaviors.

The last challenge is communication, particularly related to awareness of the workspace. Previous studies have
already reported the importance of communicating and understanding the environment status to reach inclusive
collaboration [12, 42]. The results of our user study support and reinforce this known challenge, as we noticed that
children, both sighted and visually impaired, do not often use communication to ask or disclose their ongoing tasks [F3b].
The lack of workspace awareness communication between children is a major challenge that reinforces the
naturally unbalanced workspace access. Describing current efforts or workspace status to a peer could have several
benefits, such as propelling more helping behaviors by children with visual impairments, or even reducing the default
unbalanced access to the workspace.
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6.2 The Remote Environment

We now discuss the lessons leaned on the remote environment from deploying collaborative tasks between children
with mixed-visual abilities. First, our setup for remote work, in which children only communicated via audio call, gave
both children equal opportunity to access each other’s workspace. Although another typical setup for remote work
includes video calls, which might increase the awareness of the peer’s status depending on children’s visual acuity, the
awareness of the workspace would possibly still be compromised. Especially if we consider that each child’s workspace
includes tangibles that lay on their table. For that reason, remote collaborations with tangible objects provide
both children balanced access to each other’s workspace, regardless of their visual acuity.

Another learned lesson is related to how interdependent children behaved in the remote environment. Among
the several properties that remote environments can have, the low access to each other’s workspace endorses the
importance of verbal communication and coordination to achieve a common goal. The asymmetric roles in our robotic
kit were designed precisely to be interdependent, similar to many other classroom activities in which children usually
engage. Additionally, considering the previously mentioned balanced access for both children (sighted or with visual
impairments), having interdependent roles also suggests the system has to be accessible and support an inclusive
collaboration. The increased number of communication acts exchanged by children while playing the remote games
[F3a] and the fact that almost all pairs finished the task [F1a] suggest they reached an acceptable level of coordination.
Therefore, we argue that the role asymmetry in remote environments fosters both the interdependency
between children and their inclusive collaboration.

While analysing the remote games, we identified two main challenges in the way children used our tangible robotic
coding kit and interacted with each other. The first challenge refers to the lack of workspace awareness and its
consequent individualistic approach to achieving the common goal. Previous studies have already reported that verbal
communication between users is essential to keep a shared mental model of the activity [62, 73]. Our results showed
that children mainly exploited verbal communication to reach coordination [F3b, F3c, F3d], by asking or reporting
the current status of actions to their peers (e.g., “Are you done?”, “I made it!”). However, children did not use verbal
communication to raise awareness about their workspace, specifying what exactly they were doing or whenever
they struggled with something while doing their actions. One might have expected that children would use verbal
communication to bridge the reduced access to the peer’s workspace in the remote setup, which did not occur. And, as a
result, children tend to follow a more individualistic approach while performing their actions in the remote
environment. This approach to performing the task did not compromise the team’s success due to our design for the
asymmetric roles, which did not require active collaboration between the children. However, further investigation must
address its impact on other tasks or types of roles and on ways to improve this issue.

The last challenge identified in remote environments that impacts engagement, autonomy, and effectiveness and
is supported by previous work [29] are technical issues. While using the kit, the connection between the robot and
the PC sometimes failed [F1b.1]. Additionally, the tool to establish online audio calls (Zoom) also increased network
demand [F1b.3], creating delays in communication and even dropped calls. The robot-kit connection failure was more
common in remote environments where the setups was more complex to support remote collaborations. In our setup,
the results suggest the network issues affected children’s autonomy by requiring more help from the researchers [F1c.1]
and affected children’s engagement due to the more frequent waiting periods and lack of timely communication [F4c,
F5b]. However, we also acknowledge that the network issues were not the only reason behind children’s occasional
disengagement. We observed that children relied more on the researchers to ask for help, for instance, when having
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orientation difficulties, instead of asking for the help of their peers. The combined effect of network issues, reduce
workspace awareness, ill-time communication, and children’s individualistic performance compromised
the task effectiveness and reduced children’s autonomy and engagement.

7 DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

In this section, we suggest three future design opportunities where audio feedback, remote tangibles, and simple tasks
can improve the activity flow and create a more inclusive learning experience for children with mixed-visual abilities,
in line with the findings previously described. In a fourth design opportunity, we also reflect on how asymmetry can
enable a more engaging activity and the potential of complex games for CT training.

The potential of tangibles and audio for interdependent activities in remote settings. Children can use their vision, touch
exploration, or verbal communication to build a mental model of the activity status in co-located environments [42].
Particularly, to know when the robot is moving, its position, and the targets on the map [F6b]. Considering two examples
from our study, a child with visual impairments kept her hand on the magic box to control the action’s timing [F3a.1],
and sighted children tracked the activity’s status by observing their partner’s actions. On the other hand, in remote
activities, the visual and haptic feedback is compromised since children only have access to each other’s workspace
through their partner’s audio communication, which led to a support compensation by the researchers [F1c.1, F1c.2].

We suggest using audio prompts based on children’s actions to enable a shared understanding of the workspace in
remote interdependent activities. This audio description can be configured and presented on request or as default. For
example, systems can foster task-related audio communication between children [F3b] by prompting questions about
each other’s actions, what they are doing, or the game status during the activities (e.g., system to block commander
“What is the robot’s status?”). Tangibles have the potential to promote collaboration between children with mixed-visual
abilities, facilitating similar exploration and recognition. They can also inform the status and control the activity’s flow,
allowing the system to audio describe the children’s actions (e.g., “left turn block selected”), robot and target’s locations
(e.g., “The robot is on cell A1”, “The target is on cell B7”), foster interdependence (e.g., “You are adding a right turn block,
what do you think you can do next?”), or inform the action timing (e.g.,“The robot will start moving in 15 seconds”).

Additionally, as expected, children with visual impairments tend to rely on touch to explore the map and the robot.
Children’s exploration affects the position or orientation of the robot and the task at hand, creating challenges when
manipulating the blocks [F1b.1] and orientation issues [F1c.2]. This presents a design opportunity, for example using a
more robust robot, to minimize misalignments or to use feed-forward to inform its location or misplacement as used in
ACCembly [60].

Simple tasks for a balanced and engaging inclusive activity in remote and co-located settings. The flow of interdependent
tasks has a significant impact on the activity engagement and balance [22]. In our work, we defined sequential tasks to
be performed in turns; each job was demanding and took longer to complete (𝑀 = 3′10′′, 𝑆𝐷 = 3′00′′). We believe,
this design option negatively impacted the activity’s engagement, as children waited long periods before having an
active role, [F1c.3, F5b]. While waiting for their partner, the children that did not have any specific task to perform
would generally disengage. On some occasions, in co-located scenarios, children offered help or even did their peer’s
tasks [F4a]. For remote and co-located settings, we suggest parallel and simple tasks to keep engagement and alternate
the activity’s control. Additionally, in co-located environments, it can also reduce the control of their partner’s task
[F4b.1]. Although the benefits of reducing the waiting time can also lead to less collaboration between children, this
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drawback may be reduced by creating hybrid activities, where we combine autonomous and team tasks with remote
and co-located setting.

Asymmetry opportunities in remote and co-located settings. In this study, we explored opportunities raised by asymmetric
roles with access to different information, the block commander and the map explorer. One child was the strategist, she
controlled the robot’s position and orientation, while the other, the executor, was responsible for building the sequence
of instructions to send the robot based on her peer’s information. The two roles led to a dynamic and balanced activity
allowing for different levels of control , in which the map explorer had a higher status [F3d]. Children enjoyed playing
in both roles in both environments [F5c]. A design opportunity based on asymmetric roles can be explored to create
different dynamics based on each child’s preference or activity goal, reducing the risk of children disengagement [F5b].
For example, we can explore further the different role types (e.g. executor vs strategist, developer vs tester, creative vs
operational) aligned with child’s age, ability, preference [F5c], or personality.

Another opportunity is asymmetric access to information where children with different visual abilities perceive the
activity differently [24]. Sighted children rely more on visual information, while children with visual impairments rely
on haptics and sound [F3a.1]. Our findings, [F3a], showed that sighted children were less dependent on their peers in
co-located environments as they used vision to enrich their perception and awareness of all the environment. In remote
settings, both children used only audio communication, [F3a.2]. As a result, children were more dependent on each
other, as each one only had autonomous access to a part of the information. Our findings suggest that asymmetry in
access to information can be an enabler of more inclusive activities, without compromising the communication flow,
cooperation and engagement between children [F6]. There is an opportunity to explore it in future designs, for example,
by giving each child different information to create more interdependence.

Complex games for CT. CT training kits (using robots or digital avatars) mainly use the maze concept to explore the
spatial challenges of going from point A to B [57, 60] or audio to create new melodies or stories [35, 49, 61, 66]. The
solution to the presented problem in many of these kits uses sequential commands. The use of more advanced concepts,
like pattern recognition, loops, conditionals, and perspective-taking, is not usually explored due to their complexity. In
our study, we took inspiration from Sokoban, a puzzle game that allows users to apply more complex CT concepts
and orientation training, like perspective taking (e.g., one of the participants gave instructions assuming the robot
was moving backward). We also had different difficulty levels, and by changing the map complexity, children quickly
reapplied previously learned skills or applied new ones. Our findings [F2], suggests that the gaming metaphor, with
different levels with increasing complexity, can be suitable for CT training activities, as participants were able to apply
CT principles, such as data collection [F2a], algorithms [F2b], debugging [F2c] and problem decomposition [F2d].
Moreover, the potential of applying gaming concepts, such as asymmetric roles, controlled action time, and rewards
and punishments, needs further exploration in inclusive CT training kits.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We would like to acknowledge some of the limitations of our user study. First, the generalizability of our findings
should take into account the demographics of our sample. For instance, most pairs were friends and had little to no
previous coding experience. Additionally, two participants were considerably older than their grade colleagues, since
they have a development delay or failed some school years. Further studies should control for the developmental
differences between partners. Although we note that video access is common in remote settings, we decided to use
verbal-only communication in our setup. Our decision was based on creating a more balanced workspace awareness for
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both children and on promoting communication, regardless of their visual acuity. In addition, a more complex setup
than traditional video communication (showing the collaborators’ faces or screens) would be required to minimize the
discrepancy of workspace awareness between co-located and remote collaboration with tangible objects. We believe
this presents an opportunity for future work on video-mediated remote collaborations with tangible objects to clarify
the specific impact of accessing several visual cues, such as the state of their peer, or the workspace of the other.

9 CONCLUSION

Collaborative coding environments foster CT training, social skills, and relationship development. In a learning context,
coding kits can promote inclusive learning and collaboration between children. While there is a focus on co-located
collaboration, remote settings are fairly unexplored, particularly when considering children with mixed-visual abilities.
To explore the benefits and challenges of remote and co-located collaborative scenarios, we created a tangible robotic
coding kit for children with mixed-visual abilities to play a Sokoban-inspired game. We contribute insights on a study
with ten dyads of mixed-visual ability children collaborating in an interdependent and asymmetric game in remote
and co-located scenarios. Our findings show that children enjoyed themselves and collaborated to apply CT concepts
to finish the proposed activities in both scenarios. Although we observed that cooperation was higher in co-located
environments, remote collaboration promoted more verbal communication between children. We reflect on design
opportunities that can inform future designs aiming to foster inclusive collaborative coding environments, either remote,
co-located, or hybrid.
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